
Problem Set 6Spring 10Due: Thursday 2pm, 18th Marh, in lass before the leture begins.Please follow the homework format guidelines posted on the lass web page:http://www.s.uiu.edu/lass/sp10/s373/1. [Category: Closure properties, Points: 40℄Prove that the following languages are not regular using only losure properties. Youmay assume that regular languages are losed under union, intersetion, onatenation,omplement, reverse and homomorphism. You may also assume that {0n1n | n ≥ 0}is not regular.Closure under homomorphisms: We de�ne homomorphisms as follows. Let Σ and
Π be two �nite alphabets. A homomorphism is a funtion h : Σ → Π∗, that maps asymbol from the alphabet Σ to a word in Π∗. We an extend this funtion to strings:
h(x1x2 . . . xn) = h(x1) · h(x2) · . . . · h(xn), where x1 . . . xn ∈ Σ∗. Intuitively, we justtransform eah symbol of the string and then onatenate everything together. We annow extend this funtion to languages: h(L) = {h(w) | w ∈ L}. It now turns out thatregular languages are losed under homomorphisms.Theorem. Closure under homomorphisms: If L is a regular language over Σand h : Σ → Π∗ is a homomorphism, then h(L) is also regular.For example, if Σ = {0, 1, 2} and Π = {a, b}, and h is a homomorphism that maps
h(0) = ab, h(1) = ǫ and h(2) = bb, then sine L = (01)∗12∗ is regular, h(L) = (ab)∗(bb)∗is also regular. You may assume the above theorem to solve the problems below.Prove that these languages are not regular:(a) Lk = {0kn1kn | n >= 0} for any �xed k (Hint: do this one �rst {02n12n | n ≥ 0})(b) {02n13n | n >= 0} (Hint: use homomorphism)() {0n$1n$$∗ | n >= 0}(d) {w1$w2$w3 | w1, w2, w3 ∈ {0, 1}∗ number of 0s in w1 is equal to the number of 1s in w2}(e) {0n$0m | 0 ≤ n ≤ m}2. 2D Tape TM [Category: Simulation., Points: 20℄A two-dimensional Turing mahine is like a Turing mahine exept that instead of aone-dimensional tape it has a two-dimensional tape that is like the upper right quadrantof the plane, in�nite in up and right diretions. It has a �nite input alphabet Σ anda �nite tape alphabet Γ. If x ∈ Σ∗ is the input, |x| = n, the mahine starts in itsstart state s with x written in tape ells (0, 0), (0, 1), . . . , (0, n−1). It has a read/writehead initially pointing to the origin (0, 0). In eah step, it reads the symbol of Γurrently oupying the ell it is sanning. The transition of the Turing mahine tellsthe TM, when reading a symbol and when at the urrent state of the �nite ontrol,1
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to rewrite the symbol to another one in Γ, and moves the head either up, down, leftor right, and move to a new state. Prove that two-dimensional TMs and normal TMsare equivalent. Desribe the simulations informally but in su�ient detail that thesimulation is understandable, lear and easy to see it's orret.3. Enumeration [Category: Comprehension, Points: 20℄Fix an alphabet Σ. Assume we �x some enoding to represent regular expressions over
Σ and DFAs as binary strings. (so as usual 〈R〉 represents the binary enoding of theregular expression X). Assume also that there is some enoding of DFAs as binarystrings.Consider the following language:
L = {〈R〉 |R is a regular expression suh that there issome DFA D with language L(R) and 〈D〉 is a prime number written in binary.}In other words, L is the set of all enodings of regular expressions R suh that someDFA D, whose binary representation represents a prime number, aepts the samelanguage as that of R.Show that L is TM-reognizable by onstruting a TM reognizing L. Your onstru-tion ould be pseudo-ode or an exat explanation of how it works. You don't need todo a formal low-level onstrution, but just intuitively desribe a high-level onstru-tion.
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